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When choosing a propeller for a high-performance experimental airplane, the choices are many, and there are a lot of variables . . .
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Propellers a survey
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he great Will Rogers once quipped that if you were to lay all economists head to toe, they wouldn’t reach a conclusion. It would appear the same can be said of airplane builders with respect to propeller choices. But it’s not because builders are indecisive or ill-informed; choosing a propeller is a complicated issue. It boils down to which criteria are important to a given builder. If cost is the main concern, then the choices are relatively simple, but factor in all the other criteria important to most builders, and the choice may not be an easy one. It’s no small wonder that many just follow the lead of other builders of similar designs.
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In an attempt to make sense of the vast array of data on propeller cost, performance, durability, appearance, and other factors, I decided to do a survey among builders, beginning at Sun ’n Fun 2009. I followed up by quizzing builders in my local EAA chapter and others with whom I had contact. My main purpose was to learn why individuals choose a certain design, and which criteria are important to them. This article is primarily about propellers for highperformance aircraft, since propeller choices are much more involved for this class of aircraft than for the low-and-slow designs. Most of the simpler airplanes use fixed-pitch or ground-adjustable props. Kit manu-



facturers for this class of aircraft often recommend a particular propeller with which the company has had good success. But when choosing a propeller for a high-performance experimental airplane, the choices are many, and there are a lot of variables. After communicating with many builders, I ended up with a bewildering array of reasons for liking a given prop. Performance was often the primary consideration, but performance means different things to different people, depending on individual requirements. As one might expect for high-performance airplanes, takeoff, climb, and speed were primary considerations. Other factors men-



tioned were rain resistance, ground clearance, and smoothness. Durability with respect to aerobatic stresses was important to some. For all experimental aircraft types surveyed (126 in all), the percentages of metal, composite, and wood were 67 percent, 21 percent, and 12 percent, respectively. High-performance designs made up 103 out of 126, or 82 percent. Wooden props made up only 6 percent of the propellers on this class of aircraft, but 39 percent on the lower-performance designs. Obviously, none of the lower-performance airplanes sported constantspeed propellers. My survey was not extensive enough to take those figures as representative of the entire fleet of experimental aircraft. Some fairly recent changes in blade design have improved both appearance and performance. This development was ushered in by modern composite technology and research on blade design. Manufacturers of composite blades are not limited to the straight shapes of previous wood and metal designs, and as a result we have seen improvements in speed, smoothness, and quietness in addition to better looks. Form follows function, even in propellers. For example, research has shown aerodynamic advantages in a more swept look, which, in a propeller, is analogous with the swept wing of a supersonic fighter. This is embodied in the Hartzell scimitar propeller and in the MT designs, among others. And yet bold, new designs that appear to break many of the rules continue to be proposed, such as the Paul Lipps propeller (see Go Direct, page 58), with claims of superior performance. It’s encouraging that research is continuing on propeller design. I noticed that many builders today mention appearance as a factor in choosing a propeller. Gone are the days when your two color choices for a propeller were either natural laminated wood—usually with white tips—or a dull, battleABOVE: Hatcher Ferguson of Roanoke, Virginia has a Whirl Wind composite propeller on his RV-7A. LEFT: Martin Albrecht, vice president and general manager of MT Propeller, says the company knows of no in-flight failures of their blades in their 29 years.
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ship gray of the metal blades. I think propeller manufacturers are catching on to the fact that many airplane builders who invest a lot of money and time on paint and finish won’t settle for a humdrum gray prop hanging on the nose. In surveying the long lines of homebuilts at Sun ’n Fun I had difficulty in identifying some of the propellers. Some of the Sensenich wood props, for example, look a lot like beautifully finished composite designs. Although early composite props were all black, many now have an attractive, slick surface that is amenable to an eye-catching finish. Many of the sleek and exquisitely finished homebuilts I observed were truly



blades flying. MT has 100 supplemental type certificates for aircraft ranging from motorgliders to regional airliners. The company was founded in 1981; the first certifications in the United States came in 1985. Builder/pilot responses to my survey questions form a data bank that includes many flight hours with a variety of propellers. This should be useful for those who are in the process, or will be soon, of choosing a propeller for their own homebuilt. Since I couldn’t include all of the responses, I tried to choose those that were representative of the opinions and experiences that were communicated to me. The metal fixed-pitch design is represented primarily by Sensenich.



Jeff Crabb of Madison, Alabama, said it well for this group: I used a Sensenich metal fixed-pitch prop on my RV-6A (Lycoming O-360, 180 hp). It has been maintenance-free now for 900 flight hours. I considered going with a Hartzell constant-speed prop, but couldn’t justify the cost. When I built my RV, a Sensenich was $1,600 and a Hartzell was about $8,000, plus you needed a governor for another $1,000. That’s over $7,000 I can spend on gas and do a lot of flying. The Hartzell weighs 55 pounds more and only gives you a couple hundred feet more in climb—as you know the RVs climb well already. The 2600-rpm limit is only for the Lycoming O-320, 160 hp. For the 180-hp Lycoming like I have, there



I routinely do rolls, loops, Immelmanns, split-S’s, hammerheads, etc. and have never had a problem with the Sensenich. • Jeff Crabb works of art. Even as static displays, they would rival many sculptures as adornments to any public park. Today there are more choices with respect to propeller designs than when I finished my own RV-6A 10 years ago. I suspect that if I had done the survey back then, appearance would not have been mentioned as much because there were fewer choices. I am fortunate to have enjoyed the use of a Global composite, scimitar-shaped propeller (no longer being manufactured, unfortunately) for the last 500 hours on my own airplane. In a way, the design of this propeller anticipated the quiet revolution going on today in propeller design, driven by improved tip design that results in greater aerodynamic efficiency. Good looks are a happy consequence of the improved propellers available today, whether intended or not. About half of the composite props I saw were made by MT of Germany. I visited with Martin Albrecht, vice president and general manager, and learned that there have been no inflight failures of their blades in the 29 years they have been manufacturing them. This is an enviable record for a company that currently has 40,000



TWO-BLADE DESIGNS: Although they are not as smooth running as threeblade designs, they are less expensive, and are also usually faster. Shape and finish of many composite designs are superior to that of metal propellers, and composites are much lighter than metal. THREE-BLADE METAL or COMPOSITE CS: Smoother and quieter than twoblade designs. Ground clearance is also better because blades are shorter. Composite props are lighter than metal. WOODEN PROPELLERS: Inexpensive and low maintenance. Flying through rain may be a problem. In case of a prop strike, a wood prop may save your expensive crankshaft.
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is no prop limit, except the Lycoming recommended engine limit of 2700 rpm. I routinely do rolls, loops, Immelmanns, split-S’s, hammerheads, etc. and have never had a problem with the Sensenich. You just have to reduce throttle anytime the nose is pointed down, but that’s more to keep the airspeed from building too much. Greg Starkel, president of EAA Chapter 1479 in St. Joseph, Missouri, also likes his Sensenich, saying it was recommended by Superior as an excellent mate for the XP-360 180hp engine in his RV-8. And Jan Bus-



sell of Okeechobee, Florida, has both an RV-6 with the 180-hp Lycoming and an RV-6A with a 160-hp Lycoming, both sporting a Sensenich metal fixed-pitch prop. My reasons for choosing these props were that they matched the performance parameters about as well as any other available prop at the time I built. Mark Wiencek of Lake City, Florida, was succinct: Why I chose Sensenich? It’s metal; you don’t have to re-torque the prop bolts like you would on wood, and I can fly through rain. Also, it’s rugged. My RV-6 is 13 years old, with



1,300 hours on it. Been to Alaska and the Bahamas quite a few times, as well as to Florida and the Keys from my old home in Chicago. Still has the original paint, and I have virtually never taken a file to it. It just keeps on pulling me along. I love it and would buy another one in a heartbeat.



I like the Hartzell blendedairfoil prop on my RV-6 because it is one of the most advanced designs available. •



Peter Hunt



Performance was the primary reason given by those who chose the old standby Hartzell constant-speed propeller. I like the Hartzell blended-airfoil prop on my RV-6 because it is one of the most advanced designs available. I get good takeoff performance and fuel economy (Peter Hunt, Clearwater Beach, Florida). Doug Gardner of Palm Harbor, Florida, wrote: I purchased my Hartzell HC-F2YR-1F/F constant-speed LEFT: Eric Sheffels of Wayland, Massachusetts, and his daughter, Jodie, and his Lancair ES with the three-blade Hartzell scimitar propeller. BELOW: John Taylor of Daytona Beach, Florida, has a Hartzell constant-speed prop on his RV-8.
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Flight Bag of the Year



As a w a r d ed by Av i a ti o n C o n su m er Ma g a z i n e



And no wonder! This Bag is:



Small



Fits almost anywhere



Efficient Holds more than duffel bags



Organized 25 specially-designed pockets



Versatile Works the way YOU want



Holds 2 headsets



from Van’s Aircraft as part of an OEM agreement Van’s has with Hartzell. This is the prop Van’s recommends for best performance combined with the Lycoming O-360-A1A 180-hp engine. Tom Irlbeck of Cape Coral, Florida, likes his Hartzell blended-airfoil prop on his RV-8 because of its takeoff performance and the fuel economy he gets. Don Cast (RV-6A, Indialantic, Florida) likes the climb performance of his RV-6A with the Hartzell. And there were reasons other than performance mentioned: I bought the Hartzell through Van’s for my RV-8, and the price was about three times the price of a fixed-pitch Sensenich. It’s the single most expensive item on the plane. But I like to use products that have been



around for a while and have a reliable reputation (John Taylor, Daytona Beach, Florida). Eric Sheffels of Wayland, Massachusetts, chose a three-blade Hartzell scimitar prop for his Lancair. He listed his decision criteria, in order of importance: 1. Recommended by the kit manufacturer for the plane and engine combination. 2. In current use in hundreds of Cirrus SR22s with exactly the same engine/ prop combination. 3. Company history. Hartzell is likely to continue to be around for a long time. 4. Safety/durability. The all-metal prop has a long history of being robust and repairable.



Divides into 2 bags



See for yourself - Watch the demo video on our website www.brightlinebags.com 415.721.7825



TOP: David Read, Olney, Illinois, in his Thorp T-18 with an Aymar-DeMuth wood prop. ABOVE: An RV sporting a wooden prop.



Tom Norton of Sarasota chose this MT prop for his RV-8.
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Composite constant-speed and fixed-pitch propellers have their advocates also: I chose the MT threeblade for my RV-10 because it is smoother, quieter, and lighter than a Hartzell. I lose about 5 knots with the three-blade, but on a long cross-country comfort is more important than a few minutes saved. The MT does cost more (John Nys of Owasso, Oklahoma). Eddy Fernandez of Homestead, Florida, said his three-blade Catto is a “work of art and runs very smooth and light.” He went with a three-blade because at the time he completed his RV-9A, he was flying out of a rough strip and wanted the extra ground clearance. And he proclaimed the performance “very good.”



I chose the MT three-blade for my RV-10 because it is smoother, quieter, and lighter than a Hartzell. • John Nys Wayne Owens of Townsend, Georgia, also chose the three-blade Catto for his RV-9A, partly because of its extra ground clearance. Our neighborhood roads have some potholes leading out to the airstrip. It is quite smooth, and the performance on my RV-9A is comfortable for me. I normally cruise at 135 knots on 6.5 gallons per hour at 2350 rpm and about 22 inches, depending on the altitude. The engine is a Superior injected roller cam O-320 of 160 hp. Once during testing at 3,000 feet I went wide open on the throttle, and it went to 2850 rpm and sustained 170 knots. I was afraid to check the fuel flow. Another Catto fan is Tom Muller of Poland Spring, Maine. I am running a Mattituck O-320 160 hp on my RV-9A, which is the largest recommended engine for this airplane. I started out with the Sensenich metal propeller recommended by Van’s. I had a hard landing and folded the nose gear on the way home from OSH last summer and thought I would try something different. So I got a twobladed Catto with a 72-inch pitch. The Catto prop is very well made, the service and technical support are excellent, but the prop is a bit more susceptible to damage. The good news is that the prop is very easy to repair using JB Weld to fill the holes and then sand smooth. EAA Sport Aviation
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Tom Norton of Sarasota, Florida, likes the MT three-blade on his RV-8 because he does a lot of aerobatics. I am willing to take a 5-knot hit on speed because the MT is smoother, and I feel it is better than the Hartzell for the aerobatics I like to do. Hatcher Ferguson of Roanoke, Virginia, said he chose the Whirl Wind composite prop for his RV-7A because it is light and smooth.



TOP: Buz Rich of Williamsburg, Virginia, with the Sensenich wood prop on his Esqual LS. He reported that many people confuse the prop with a metal one. CENTER: Doug Gardner, Palm Harbor, Florida, with a Hartzell on his RV-8. RIGHT: Eddie Fernandez of Homestead, Florida, likes the Catto propeller on his RV-9A.



He liked that the company will paint it to your specifications. David Read of Olney, Illinois, wrote: My Thorp T-18 has a 150-hp O-320 with an Aymar-DeMuth wood propeller that has the IFR coating. Several folks have thought it was metal at first glance. I have been in light showers several times with no ill effects. It is a Model 3200 sized at 68 by 71. Aymar-



DeMuth is the prop of choice among many of the T-18 community. It turns about 2175 static, and at 2550 rpm I routinely cruise at 170 mph. It is a nice blend between climb and cruise and costs half of what metal would have been. And, finally, there are the devotees of the venerable wood prop. The prop on my RV-6 is an Ed Sterba wood 70 by 80 propeller. The current list price on that prop is $615. My prop is 12 years old and has 1,380 hours on it, and yes I do fly in the rain with this prop. If the rain is more than a light drizzle, I throttle back to 2200 rpm or less. I am VFR rated only, so I don’t fly in very heavy rain. I do sand the prop down every two or three years and revarnish it. I selected the Ed Sterba prop because of the light weight (about 12 pounds) and low cost. The Hartzell twoblade prop is about 60 pounds heavier and $6,000 more money. Also my useful load is 60 pounds better (Mike Howard, Omaha, Nebraska). So there you have it. You may not have a clear idea of which propeller you need for that airplane project you are building, but you have at least been exposed to the thinking and experience of several builders who have been through the process of choosing, and actually flying behind, the various propeller designs. The accompanying logic flowchart should help to sort out the various factors involved in this important decision-making process, based on individual requirements. It represents my own interpretation of the decision-making process for choosing a propeller. Purely subjective factors, such as appearance, were not included; beauty is indeed in the eye of the beholder. Also not included for the same reason are factors such as company reliability or product reliability.



Gerald McKibben is the secretary and newsletter editor for EAA Chapter 1189 in Macon, Mississippi. He is a private pilot with more than 1,300 hours.



To read more about Paul Lipps’ propeller: www.EAA.org/experimenter/ articles/2009-02_elippse.asp
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